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SUMMARY 
Two important .optical coupling devices, the directional coupler 
and the star coupler (for use in the optical data bus)• are inve:•tigated 
making use of the principle of coupling between close parallel unclad 
optical fibres. A theoretical treatment is given which suggest that 
very high coupling efficiencies should be available in devices using 
this principle. Measurements made on test couplers confirm this and 
sho• also that the devices have low insertion loss (less that o.5d6 
for directional coupler). A method of manufacture which involves the 
shrinking of a small bore tube around the fU .. res over the desired 
coupling length is also suggested. 
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1. INTRODUCTIO~ 
In recent year• there has been a growing interest in the use of 
·optical fibre• in communications syste111 . Their advantages over 
present communication• media, which include higher bandwidth, better 
1. 
nobe immunity an~ potentially lower coat, make optical fibre• a '· 
desirable alte.rnative to copper wire or co-axial cable in a communications 
network. 
1,1, The Optical Data Bus 
An important potential application of fibre-optics is in the 
multi-terminal data bue, The basic concept of the data bus ~ a 
tran1mis1ion line that carries many different multiplexed signals 
and 1erve1 a number of spatially distributed terminals • is becoming 
·increaeingly tvident in both military and C01311ercial ayatema, and 
the use of optical fibres in such a system ha been the subject of 
11lUCh recent, study in the field of optical fibre communications. (1•4). 
With a data bua, communication between terminals takes place over 
a common path with each terminal communicating to every other terminal, 
information being sent out on a time shared basis. There are two 
fundamental methods of data distribution which achieve thisa• 
(a) The serial or "tee" arrangement (Fig. 1) 
(b) The parallel or "star" arrangement (Fig 2) 
An N•tel'tAinal data bus ia shown using each of these arra~gements. 
The aerial arrangement or "tapped-trunk" approach of Pig 1 i~-lves 
the use of one main transmission line with N-2 "tee" couplers for 
data access , The parallel arrangement of Fig, 2 involves N different 
tranamhaion linee but only one power mixing component, the "•tar" 
coupler which distributes signal power from one terminal to all the 
other terminal&. 
In co-axia:. cable ey·ate1n1. the favoured ap-proaeh ie to use the 
eerial arrangement since the amount of cable required is e.ignificantly 
l•H than for the par-.llel arrangement, · Nev rtheleas h has been 
ah~wu (1) that the parallel or star arraug&menf is more euited to 
optical fibwe ·systems since the overall loae of the data bua is much 
le11 u1ing thit app~oach, there being only one optical coupling device 
required, 
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1.2. Devices _to be Investigated 
Here w-. investigate :r-~e manufacture of the star coupler since 
it is elearly an important optical component for data bus applications. 
At present the type1 of star coupler that have been made for teat 
purpo••• fall into two categoriest-
(a) Those for use in a data system using large 
fibre bundles (11 5) 
(b) Thoae for use in a system using data links 
of single multimode fibres (6) 
Here we shall be investigating a star coupler which falls into 
the latter category. and which serves seven single-fibre data links. 
We shall also consider a somewhat simpler device, the Y•coupler 
or directional coupler, which involves only three main external 
connections. This device• illustrated in Fig. 31 has one input port 
and two output ports, ita purpose being to divide the input signal 
betwe~n the two output ports. Such a component is familiar in any wire 
or co-axial cable system and has many applications . An added feature 
of the optical directional coupler is that it has a "decoupled port", 
which taps negligable power from the system and yet can be used to 
monitor the signal. 
1.3. Th~ Pri~ciple to be Used 
The principle to be used here for the realisation of both the 
directional coupler and the star coupler is that of power sharing 
betwa•u elo•• parallel unclad optical fibres . 
Wheu parallel fibres lie in close contact along their length 
2 • . 
there is an amount of ai~n£1 power transfer from one fibre to another (7). 
Thh effect is Hlustrated for two fibres in Fig . 4. Some .. light 
"tuanela" flt~ the illuminated fibre through the small gap between 
, I . 
th• fibte• and is guided by the -.anilluminated fibre. This takes place 
whether t he fibres are clad or unclad, although when the fibres involved 
ere clad this amount of power transfer is small. 
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Measurements of this coupling using clad fibres have been made, 
and indeed a directional coupler using close parallel clad fibres 
has been sugge1ted (8) but the amount of power transfer recorded is 
only 50 dB (l0-3%). It is suggested that the use of unclad £ibr9.s 
would improve this figure very significantly. This can be seen from 
Fig. 5, which contrasts cloee parallel clad and unelad fibres, since 
the amount of power transfer involved is intuitively dependent on the 
separation between the light guiding regions of the fib~es, (for 
theoretical confirmation of this see Section 2, and for experiment 
confirmation see Section 4). In Fig. Sa (clad fibres) the separation 
between the light guiding region (core) of the f ibres is seen to be 
greater than the similar separation for unclad fibres (Fig. Sb) by an 
amount equal to twice the cladding thickness, since the whole of the 
cross section of the unclad fibre is used to guide light. Hence we 
conclude, intuitively, that the coupling between close parallel unclad 
fibres will be much greater than for clad fibres. 
It is suggested that th.ere would be no problem in inserting a 
device made with unclad fibres into a more etandard system using clad 
multimode fibres, This matter is discussed in Section 5. 
The layout for a directional coupler and for a star coupler 
u1ing this principle is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. In the 
directional coupler of Fig. 6, light entering at the input port is 
dietributed to the two output ports as required, The de~oupled port 
can be used to monitor the eig.nal . The star coupler of Fig . 7 involves 
a hexagonal anay of fibres since this is the a~rangement vhich gives 
maximum mutual contact betwei:-n the fibres, and hence best power sharing. 
Incident light power from one terminal is shared with the fibres from 
the other terminals in the region of contact, or coupling region, and 
is then reflected from the end-face mirror and is distributed to all 
the other terminals as required. 
The two fundamental parameters which limit the usefulness of 
optical couplers are the amount of po~er transfer (which we shall call 
"coupling efficiency") referred to above; and the insertion loss. The 
insertion loss is a measure of the power lost from a system due to the 
I,, 
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addition of the coupler. It is suggested that, using unclad fibres, 
not only will the coupling efficiency be high; but also the in1ertion 
loases of the couplers will be very low. 
Neither a directional coupler not a star coupler have previously 
been reported using unclad fibree. Previous attempts using clad 
fibre$ have shown very poor coupling efficiency, but low insertion 
loss ("al: .ost negligable" for directional coupler (8), and 2.8 dB 
for 4-fib-re star coupler usin.g tapered fibres (6) ). S~arising, it 
is suggested that, using this principle of coupling between unclad 
fibres, the coupling efficiencies recorded in previous work will be 
greatly improved upon and the insertion losses will be at least 
matched• if not improved upon, for both directional. and star couplers. 
1.4. Arr:angement of Report 
This report is al't'anged as follows. Section 2 inveetigates the 
theory of coupling between unclad fibres, showing that it should be 
possibl4. to build succeuful devices using this principle. In Section 
3 the labo'l'atory manufacture of test devices is conside.red. Section 4 
quotes some results of the tests on these couplers and Section 5 
discusses the implications of these results. The conclusions are 
presented in Section 6. 
4. 
2. THE COUPLING . BETtmEN . UNCLAD OPTICAL FIBRES . - THEORY 
Ray or Mode Technigue? 
Ray theor1 has been uaed to calculate the coupling between close 
pa?'.allel optical fibres (9 , 10) but the analysis is rather tedious . 
Al10 mechanisms such as the ceupliug back from the unilluminated 
fibre to the illuminated fibre are neglected using this method• and 
hence the results are inaccu:r.-ate . 
Here we will investigate a coupled-mode approach. It has been 
shown (11) that only the .coupling between l i ke modes is significant . 
For a multimode system, as is the one considered here, the power 
tranef er is given by the oummed effect of t he ceupling between particular 
modes . Snyder and Mcintyre {12) b.tve carried out this sUillJ'llation (by 
converting it into an integration) and we use their results here . 
2. 1. Illumination Conditions 
The amount of coupled power depends on t he illumination conditions, 
in addit i on to the arrangement and physical properties of the fibres . 
Alt hough we are using a mode analysis to calculate the coupled power, 
h&re we use ray concepts t o describe the illumination of the fibre . 
The validity of this aesumption 11 di$eussed in Section 2. 6. 
We a•sume that a beam of light is focused on the fibre axis as 
ihown in Fig. 8, so that only the HE ,"' modes are excited• i.e . ,, thoile 
modet corresponding to meriiional rays . The amount of light that 
enter• the f ibte is 4hatacterised by the radiant intensity distribution 
5. 
D ( 9 ) • i . e., the powel!' per unit solid angle• where 9 is the inclination 
of a ray to the fibte axis . We here eonsider two fol"tUS of D ( e ) as 
ill~itrated in Fig. 9. 
a) D ( 8 ) is a step function• i .e . t 
D{8) :: f ~ ()<{),.. •• . .•.... ... ... ....•...... . ' (I} 
r:J ~ e,. 
Thii corresponds to an "ideal" optical system. 
b) D ( e ) ii a Gaussian fulilction• i~e . 1 
0(9) ::: e - (~~ r ......... .. .... .... ...... --.. ..... . (2) 
This corresponds to an imperfect optical system, 
withe for example, an imperfect lens or non-
uniform incident beam. 
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o~ is the maximum ray angle able to be launched by the illumination 
syetem, as shown in Fig. 8. 
i "' is a con•tant depending upon the particular imperfections of 
the launching system .. 
2.2. ,pe Couplin,& ~eaults for Two Ident~cal Fibres. 
Assuming that one of the two identical fibres shown in Fig. 10 
is Uluminated as in Fig.- 8, the coupling efficiency ia given by (12) 
C s .£.. :: ~ ( I - ~L.l ) - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3) p,,, 
for the perfect optical system characteriaed by eqn, 1, and by 
.f. -p,,.. - k' ">1 l·S · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4-) 
for the imperfect optical 11ystem charac:terised by eqn. 2. (see also 
Fig. 9). 
The dimensionle•s length L ie given by 
L ~ r ~ ;~l'IGc ( :::~ r ~~:VC>(~~I) ) r ....................... (s} 
where:- P • power transferred to qnilluminated fibre 
P111 • power into illuminated fibre 
9c • critical angle of fibre with surrounding 
medium of refractive index n 
s 
d ~ 
v 
D 
• diameter of fibre 
• normalised frequency • 
• refreactive index of fibre 
Tr J f 1'1 S•,, (:} c • . (') 
>. 
• wavelength of incident light 
<:/, * -.-.- . ...................... . .......... . , ....... ........... . 
dj 
where de: is centre separation of fibres 
(see Fig. 10) 
t • position along fibre axie or length of 
coupling region 
e~ is as Jhown in Fig. 8. Depends on launching lens. 
I 0,-
. 1 
2, 3. ~nipulation of the Results 
Equation• 3, 4 and 5 e've us the theoretical eoupling efficiency 
for two identical close parallel unclad optical fibre9 as a function 
of l•unching eonditions• and ~he arrangement and physical properties 
of the fibres. The aim of this section is to present these results 
in • mote u1eful way• clearly shc•ing the effect of ea¢h important 
p ramet•"t" on the coupling• 
Owing to the preseace o.f the exporential in equation 5, the 
dominant variables are the normalised frequency V (defined in equn, 6) 
and D (defined in eqn, 7) which refers to the separation of the fibres , 
Now V is dependent on the critical angle e~ of the fibre and ite 
surround. which in turn depends on the refractive index di fference .1 
betwe~u the fibre and its surrounding mediUJll. Clearly also of great 
importariee is the length of the coupling region l • The effects of 
refi;a.etive index difference /J (:: 11, -11t ) , the fibre edge separation 
d, (: rl.c-dt} a.nd th~ c:oupling length l. on the coupling efficiency 
are il~uetrated in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 (for meaning of symbols see 
Fig. 10). The conetaqta; relevant to the experiment• performed in 
t hia l.ahoratoty1 which are used to compute the1e curvet are:• 
c4 • 1001""' 
nf • 1.548 
A • 633 nm (He-Ne laser) 
To aee most clearly the effect of Ll and the fibre separation d s 
on the ~ouplins. the curves of Figs . 11 and 12 are plotted fo~ a 
nominal coupling efficiency of 25%. Thia ia the order of figure that 
would be de•ieable for a practical directional coupler , The length 
of coupler that ia neces•ary ~o gi ve this result can then be found for 
di fferent ll (i. e, different surrounding media) and for different fibre 
separation• directly from Figs . 11 and 12. These eurvet ean be 
gtneralbed ~o app 1.y to other coupling efficien.cie~ by udng them in 
conjunction with Fig. 13, ultiplying the coupling length• shown on 
Figs , 11 and 12 by the relevant conv~t'sion factor shown on Flg. 13. 
Al they stand, Fig• • 11 and 12 refer to the ideal optical launching 
condition (using eqn. 3), but the effect of the imperfect launching 
•Y•tem (using eqn, 4) ia included in Fig. 13 , Curves are shown for 
two typical value• of k (at defined in eqn. 2) • 
7. 
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An adtied :feattire of :~ic . 11 is that it shows the effect of a 
particular launching system what cannot launch rays at a g:·eater angle 
to the fibre a~is than a certain B,. (see Fig ~ 8). The launching system 
chosen here (with a numerical aperture of o.25) corresponds to the lens 
1y1tem used itl the laboratory for experimental work {see Seedon 4.2.) . 
The implications o(: this launching r.eet"t:iction at'~ best seen by c()n• 
ddering the rel tionship betweet.l the (),. which the laun~hing $.ystem 
is capable of produd.ng. and the 0c (critical an.,.le) relevant to the 
refr4etive index difference ~ between the fibre and its surrounding 
mediwn. For small il (i.e. small e, ) all the guided HE ,~ modes of the 
fibre arrangement are excited by the launching system (i.e., 9c. s 9 ... ). 
For Be Hh .. (larger tJ ) not all tb.e guided HE .... ades of the f ibt'e arrange• 
ment are excited and hence a modified coupline curv~ is r~quired, shown 
by a dashed curve in Fig. 11.. The complete curve of Fig. 11 represents 
the ease where all the guided HE ,,.. tn0des of the fibre ar.rancement are 
e:.-eited• i,e. 9,. .,,9, ., Fig. 12 incorp(1:rates the .. ffect of the launching 
system in the curves shown. 
A brief in;pection of Figs. 11 and 12 points to aoroe important 
implications to the manuf aeture of a directional couple~ using unclad 
fibres. The fundamental observation is that a suceessful device 
apP!ar• to be a poeaiM.Uty" i,e, s 25% (say) coupling efficiency is 
obtainable in a few eentimetret of coupling length. Thi* is subjoet 
to conditions which •re n~t ridiculous or unobtain~ble in the 
laboi-atory. namely&• 
a) For n1 • l (air surt'ound), i.e. large L'.l , 
the fibre eepatalion needs to he very small 
( s 0.11' ... ~. 
b) For index-matetbed Gtirround (e.g. 4 ~ C.Ol), 
the fibre eeparation needt to be 81!1411 
( ~ 2 .I'"' ) but is not so cr itical. 
2.4. The Effect. of Non•id,ntieal .Fibrea 
The effect of tbe f ibre1 being slightly unequal in diameter is 
now con1idered. The amount of pQwer transfer bet~een two parallel 
fibre• ie aeutely 1ensitiv& to their diam~te~~ If their diameters 
differ by a •mall amount A~ • then the "maximum coupling efficiency 
factor" F is given by (12) 
I C 
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- -.. .... - . -· . .. .. .. .. . . ·- - -... .. . - . :jiB> 
where 
X : i ( ~~f) (n voi) ''~ Eivco, 1) ........ .... .... (q) 
The ceupling effideu.ay is than given by equations 3 and 4 with .!_ p,,. 
multiplied by F and L replaced b7 ~ • 
The ef feet of unequal diameter fibres h sho'l\."n iu Fig. 14. 
The curves are plotted fvr a nominal value of F• F•0,5 (i.e. m~illlUDl 
possible coupling efficiency b 25%). The graph may b~ interpreted 
as "the maltiutUm tolerable vaI'i~tion in diameter ~ ~:t ~ for particular 
arrangements of the fibres ( Ll and geparation)" • Roughly speaking, 
if the value of ~:· thown on the graph is multiplied by 3 or more, 
•h•n the coupler- is no louger useful (i.e. o < F .$ 0.1) and if the 
value of ~:f is divided by 3 or more the effect of the varlation in 
diameter can be neglected (i.e. l > F >.10e9). More fully• Fig. 15 
#hou-1 '-he relevau.t e\.>n-ver1 Slion factor for ~7 • for ditifel'ent values 
of F. 
Again a brief inspection of Fig .. ll~ leads t o ome i.mplications 
to the manuf aeture of a directional coupleT. The main observation 
it tba~ the fibTet need to be almost identical for aignif {cant power 
t~an•f~r. So~e r~ush figures for this are:• 
a) Ji'(".r lar ge A the maximum tolerabl e d 'a.meter 
vari~tion is around 0. 001%. 
b) For •mall Ll the maltimum tolerable diameter 
~a~iation is around 0. 1%. 
2.s. H~aeonal .Arraz of Fi,J>ret.. 
The st;ar eo..ipler to be investigated.~i.nvolves · coupling in a 
hexagonal array of fibres . The theol'Y for two fibres can ~asily be 
medified te apply to a hexagonal array o~ seven f ibres, The comments 
made at tbe end of the previou1 t wo sections ref errint to directional 
coupler• are also relavant h~re• but the numerical valua of the 
coupling is modified. 
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If the centre fibre ~.s illuminated, the coupled power is 
distributed evenly among the other six fibres and the coupling 
effieiency to each is given by cu.12) 
C' : ~~ = {- (t - s'Jf ( ) · · .. · · · · · · -· · .. ·. . (10) 
(a ~odif ied version of eqn. 3) for the perfect optical launching 
1yttem, and by 
c' = 
P' 
P," + ( _l_L_2 "t-~-"k_•_. ) . .. - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . (II ) 
(a medif ied version of eqn. 4) for the imperfect la~nching system. 
C1 •modified coupling efficiency 
P1 •power transferred to one of the unilluminated 
fibres. 
ln this case tho maximum possible coupling efficiency to each 
fibre is 14. 3% . Figs . 11 and 12 can easily be modified to apply 
to the h~xagenal array conditions• if the coupling length shown i1 
divided by a factor of 1. 6. then the curves apply to the condition 
for muimum coupling efficiency. i . e . 14. 3%. 
The fundamental appr0ximations made in this section• and their 
justification&; are as followet• 
1) The launching b $uch that only the HE ,,.. modes. thoae 
col"responding to meridional rays, are excited• i.e. 
no •ke'!__~Y!_ at>e launched• 
This c;;~;~aaitat-;:., that the incident light ia focuted 
~.______,_...,. 
exactly on t:be fibre axis and that the launching 
lens is exactly perpendi cular to the fibre end-face . 
Thi• is hard to achieve petfeetly in the laboratory• 
but since the coupling between skew rays is intuitively 
le•• than the coupling between meridional rays. and only 
few akev rays are laun¢hed, thie approximation can be 
justified. 
2) Ray concepts can be applied to lau.nching of light down 
the fibres . 
This it ju•tified when the uormalised frequency V >' 1. 
Now V is dependent of the refractive index difference A 
10. 
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J 
Some values of V for different d are quoted in 
Table 1 to see if we are justified in this 
approximation. Table 1 shows that if this 
approximation significantly breaks down. it 
would be for very small values of 4 • I 
This error could be the source of the unexpected 
trend shown in Fig. 11 for small values of A and 
small fibre separation. namely the apparent 
increase in coupling length as Ll is reduced. 
3) The incident light radiant intensity distribution 
is characterised by either a step function (ideal 
case) or a Gaussian (Imperfect launching case). 
See Pig. 9. 
It is po1sible that the distribution is neither a 
step function nor a Gaussian. Nevertheless. if 
the launching is not perfect. it is suggested 
that a value of k (see eqn. 2) could be chosen 
to give a Gaussian approximation which is near 
enough to the actual distribution. 
4) The unclad fibres are embedded in an infinite 
medium of refractive index ns • 
In practice, this is not the case as will be seen 
in Section 3. We define n, as the refractive 
index of the region directly between the fibres, 
as shown in Fig . 16a. We assume that Fig. 16b 
is an approximation to Fig . 16a. This is valid 
since nearly all the coupling takes place in the 
region directly between the fibres. A point 
worth noting here is that the number of guided 
modes of the fibre is limited by n0 or n, , 
whichever is the smaller. This point is raised 
in Section 4.1. 
5) Much of the mathematics is simplified (12) by making 
the same basic assumption as that in assumption 
2 listed above. i.e. V >?1. 
The validity of this is discussed with assumption 2. 
We conclude from these discussions that the errors in the results 
in this section will be 1mall. 
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3. MANUFACTURE OF THE TEST COUPLERS 
Section 2.3 outlined that the three most important controlable 
parameters which affect the coupling between unclad fibres are:-
a) fibre separation ds 
b) index difference L1 (Between fibre and medium 
between fibres) 
c) coupling length Z 
Each of these needs to be taken into account when manufacturing 
a test coupling device, First we shall consider the manufacture of 
a directional coupler and then go on to the more complex star coupler 
(at described in Section 1). 
3.1. The Directional Coupler 
In the manufacture of the directional coupler (two fibres) the 
first difficulty to be overcome is that of maintaining a small fibre 
separation over a reasonable coupling length. This difficulty arises 
due to the small diameter of the fibres (about a hairbreadth) which 
makes them difficult to handle. Also care has to be taken not to 
scratch the fibres in manipulating them since this would cause them 
to loae light by scattering at the imperfect interface, Two methods 
of overcoming these difficulties were developed:• 
a) The"Glue Method" 
The f irat method uses the properties of a quick setting 
and free running glue (see Table 2) . 
Two fibres (see Table 2)., each of about 50 cm in length 
(eut from. a long length of unclad fibre by the 
"score and bend" proceedure to obtain good end faces), 
are clean<t~d ar1d then suspended vertically together 
as shown in Fig. 17a, The fibres are held by a piec~ 
of plasticene at the top and a small weight (plasticene) 
of about 20g is attached to the fibres at the bottom 
in order to keep them taught. The glue is then 
applied along the required coupling length as follows:-
A small V-groove is cut in the plastic applicator for 
the glue as shown in :~ ig . 17b. The groove is filled 
12. 
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with glue and is then placed around the fibres 
at the beginning of the required coupling region. 
The applicator is then drawn swiftly downwards 
over the fibres covering the desired coupling 
length. This length is easily variable between, 
eay • Scm and 25Clb for test P'•rposes. The surf ace 
tension of the glue tends to draw the fibres to 
each other and the glue. being free running, 
leaves only a very thin "cladding" around the 
fibres, It is also possible to twist the fibres 
together before glueing to see whether this 
might achieve a smaller fibre separation. 
Couplers were made with three different amounts 
of twist for test purposes:-
i) no twist 
ii) slight twist, i.e. one complete twist 
every 4cm of coupling length 
iii)large twist, i,e. one complete twist every 
lcm of coupling length. 
One restriction using this method of manuf aeture 
is that the surrounding medium to the fibres 
is of fixed refractive index (that of the glue); 
hence l'.l is fixed , 
Brief details of materials used here are shown in 
Table 2, The measured internal characteristics 
(fibre separation, index difference) of coupl~rs 
made by this method are given in Section 4.1, 
and the coupling results obtained are given in 
Section 4,3, 
b) The "Nylon Tube M~thod" 
Thit seeond method of obtaining small fibre 
separation over the coupling length involves 
the use of •mall bore nylon tubing (see Table 2). 
Two fibres, each of about 30cm in length• are 
threaded through a piece of nylon tubing of 
a slightly greater length than the required 
coupling length, and are then mounted vertically 
as shown in Fig. 18. Most of the nylon tubing 
section (typieally of length about lOcm, i.e. 
13. 
coupling length about 7cm) is enclosed by a 
heating coil. The tube and the fibres are 
held by a piece of plasticene just above the 
heating seetion, as •hown in Fi g. 18. A small 
weight (pluticene) of about 20g is attached 
to the bottom of the nylon tubing section so 
that~ when hea t i s applied, the tubing stretches 
a: .,d its diameter (both external and internal) 
shrinks, thus bringing the fibres inside the 
tube into contact. The heat is applied such 
that the tubing is softened rather than melted , 
The mediUtn directly between the fibres in this 
case i s air; it also is possible to insert 
liquids of different refractive index into 
this region when making measurements. The 
coupling length of test couplers made by 
this method is limited, by the size of the 
heater used• to about Bero. Again details of 
materials used here are shown in Table 2 and 
internal characteristics and coupling results 
are given in Sections 4 and 4.3 respectively. 
The manufacture of the star coupler involves the same basic 
difficulty as does the maaufacture of the directional coupler, 
i.e. that 0f obtaining •mall fibre sep~ration over the required 
coupling length. In this case the problem is more involved since 
a clole•packed hexagonal array of seven fibres h required. 
The method developed to achieve this array is the "nylon tube 
method" described above f or the 2•fibre directional coupler. In t his 
case tubing ef l arger internal diameter (500,.um in place of 33g..im) is 
used. The method is as described abqve (see Fig. 18) except that 
seven fibres are used and eimultaneotJsly tliread through the required 
length of nylon tubing (again about lOcm) with care taken so that 
they are not twisted together. As the diame~er of the tubing shrinks 
.,,_,, 
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an even radial force t& the fibres• the fibres tend to be made to lie 
in the most eloaely-paeked array (i.e. elo1e-packed hexagonal) as 
illustrated in Fig. 19, 
The coupling aeetion of the device (i,e, the length enclosed by 
the nylon tube) is then mounted in epoxy between two micro•cope slides 
as 1hown in Fig. 20. Care is taken so that the epoxy (n•l,547) does 
not come into eontact with ~he actual fibres (n•l.548) since owing 
to their similar refractive indices, this would result in the leaking 
away of most of the light power (the e.;;oxy used is 0 Vitrolit0 ultra-
violet curing glue). The roaunted device is eut (with a dia•ond saw) 
at the end of the coupling region (see Fig. 20) and the end is polished 
u1ing silicon earbide and Jeweller's Rouge , A mirror, silvered on 
the front faee• is then attached to the end of the coupler, as shown 
in Fig . 21, giving the device the properties of a star coupler as 
described in Section l (see Figs, 2 and 7). The mirror is held in 
position by the turface tension of an indel>.-matching liquid (liquid 
paraffin, n•l.468). 
The array obtained by this method in the laboratory is discussed 
in S~ction 4.1. and the coupling results for this coupler are given 
iu Section 4.4. 
Other possible methods of obtaining a close•packed hexagonal 
array considered werei• 
a) Insertion of the fibres into a correctly sized 
glass tube (i.e. internal diameter is three 
time1 fibre diameter). 
b) Car•fully placing the fibres into a circular 
crose•s c ion gla$s taper . 
Method a) prov~d to be possible when using a tube of soft glass. 
but the refl"active index of the soft glass was such (n•l.55) that 
none of the light eould be guided by the fibres (n•l.548). 
Method b) was abandoned due to the diffic;lty of practically 
car~ying out the proceedure. 
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4. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULT$ 
In this section we quote the measurements made 'With the couplers 
described in Section 3, ~ith a view to confirming the theoretical 
predictions of Section 2. 
4.1. Interna.l 91a~acter.istic~ of the Couplets 
t.1) ne drt~dtOtlQ I '"""'"'~' 
The fibre separation cbt:ained f o:r the directional couplers 
deecribed in Section 3.1 is shown in t he photographs of Figs. 22 and 
23. A 100 ptf1, 1eale is shown in Fig . 24 to 1'how the dimeµsions 
involved, Fig, 22 show• a cr:oss•section of a coupler made by the 
"glue method" deecribed i'n Section 3.1. Fig. 23 shows one made by 
the "nylon tube method" described al!o in Section 3.1. The measured 
charaeterietics of these coupler$ are shawn in Table 3. 
The fibre separation quoted in Table 3 is found from measurements 
made on the photograi>hs of Figs. 22 and 23. As would be intuitively 
expected, the fibre separation fot' the coupler made by the glue method 
is greater than for that by the nylon tube method: i.e. there must be 
some fibre separation for the glue method due to the layer of glue 
laying in between the fibre•• whereas for the nylon tube method there 
need not be any fibre aepa'taden at dl. The o.S,M m quoted for the 
glue coupler re9reients the thickness of this glue 0 cladding" which 
forms *'l"ound and in betw en the f ihres. · The fibt'e separation for the 
nylon tube ~oupler h immeasurably sinall as can be se-en from the 
photogt"aph of Fig. 23; i .. e. the fibres do appear to be in contact. 
The index differen~e ~ for 1;ha glue coupler is fixed . For t he 
nylon.;;.tube coupler, A. can be varied by insertion of liquids of 
different 'l'tfractive i ldex into t .he region between the f ibt'es. We now 
consider the light guidance properties. of the nylon tube coupler. 
Picking up the point mentioned iu assumption 4 of Section 2.6 
about the two difierent media which surround different areas of the 
fibre. a• illustrated ia Fig. 1681 the nwnber of Hiim modes guided by 
the fibre arrangement is limited by the refractive index of the nylon 
tubing. (n•1.S3). In conjunction with the fibres (n•l.548) this 
l. > 
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represents a numerical apertu'l'e .of o.24. The NA of the test lau,_,c· \~¥\g 
system used is o.25 and so we can assume that all the power from the 
lau .. ching fystem is guided by the fibre art"angement, neglecting any 
los1e1 due to absorption in the nylen. We now consider the theoretical 
effect on the guiding properties of the arrangement of the insertion 
of a liquid of 1."efractive in4ex U s inte the region directly between the 
fibree, as sh~wn in Fig. 25. The reftae.tive index of the fibres n~ 
is 1.548 and that 0f the nylon n 0 ia 1.53. This effect d•pends on the 
value of n as follows :• 
i) ,1 . ~ 11 ... ~ 1.J.3 
In this case nearly all of the power launched 
into the fibres is guided by the fibres themselves. 
ii) 1.53 :< .ns ,<. 1.548 
tu this case the light launched into the fibres 
is guided by the whole region ~nclosed by the 
nylon• including both fibres and the region 
between them.. For n near to 1.53; only the 
higher modes are guided by the ~egion between 
the fibres ,; but as a approaches 1 .. 548 the 
light "sees" this region simply as a continuation 
of the fibre tn4terial . 
A d•vice made with such an n would have a 
higher insertion loss than one made subject to 
caee i)• tinee light power guided by the region 
between the fibres would be lost . at the end of 
the device coupling tegion. 
iii) 1l ' 2 l •. 548 
In this case, light would be guided by the region 
between the fibre• in preference to the fibres 
themselves and this would result in a device 
with a high inse~tion loss . 
The hexagon.a.l a~ray of f ibre9 obtained by the method described 
bl Section 3. 2. for the star coupler :ts show'll in Figs . 26, 27, 28 and 29. 
17. 
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I 
F1C:t. 28 Cross -sed1on c6' si-c.zr- (G'. . Apier 
cc.· iA pt 01 j fr 11~ Ct, 
' -
. - . ... ... ----··------- ··-- --------~ ... ~-
r1c.r' 2 l:f r:-,,,,,~j<?/<ie1tl· oj- F1~ 28 sltow.tl.J Mor-c? clec.u-t, 
tlie fibre se(\11·-c.d10.1 . 
Fig. 26 shows the end view of a star coupler (without the mirror 
present) and Fige. 27 and 28 show the cros$-section of the coupler 
further alongthe coupled length in order to show the uniformity of 
the array . Fig. 29 is ~n enlargement of Fig. 28 tt11 show more clearly 
the fibre sepaJ:'adon. This photograph shows that at that particular 
point the hexagonal array ie not perfect. The fibre separation between 
s0me fihr.e1 h bnneasurably small, whereas h•tween others it is as 
much as 2p. m. 'this difft)reu¢e h seen in the results quoted in Table 6. 
Anotll•t~ impt;>rtant egnsideration ls the uniforll'.lity of the hexagonal 
array from device to device . Sever.al test couplers were made but owing 
to lack of tlLle the number was uot eu£fident ti,') be able to make 
conelusi ve assertions about tlle reproducahi U ty of the array. Nor was 
time available to make complete couplinr, measurcmentB on eaeh test 
device. Neverthel~•s the array of each test device was inspected and 
two out of five appeared (through the microscope) to be perfectly 
hexagonal, the others having one or two fibres badly misplaced. This 
matter is disqussed further in Section 5. 
The eoDUllants about light guidance made above t"ef erring to the 
nylon tube directional coupler also apply here to the etar coupler . 
A fu"rther 4haraeterhtic of the star coupler is the reflectivity 
of the end-face mit'l'or. The J:eflectivhy of the mirror used in the 
teat device was measul"ed to be "7 99%. 
18. 
The variation in diata~ter of the fibres used in both the directional 
and the star coupler• is not known exactly but is known to be less than 
o . 02% per lOem length (a typical coupling length) . Here we assume that 
it is •uch that its effect is negligable, even for large Ll (i . • . 
variation in diameter ~ o. 001% • see Section 2.-4) . 
The experimental arrangemeQt of equipment used in the lQborat ory 
meatul!'etnentl ef co1.i1pling efficienc.y and inse.X"don loss is illustrated 
in Fig. 30. 
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The launching system consists of a low power He-Ne l aser with a 
lens system (two x 10 microscope objective$) to give a n~merical 
aperture of o. 25 . This arrangement would excite all the guided HE ,M 
modes (those corresponding to meridional rays) of P fibre arrangement 
with an index difference ~ of 0,02 or lea,. 
The fibre down waich light is to be lannched is meuntedin a 
liquid filled capillary tube with a thin cover-slip on the end, The 
liquid ueed is liquid paraffin ~ith a refrActive index of 1. 468. The 
capillary tube is mounted on a mlct'Gtl".anipule.tor :Jo that its position 
can be varied to make the fibre end lie exactly at the focus of the 
lene arranaement , 
'l'he angle of launch can also be varied in order to excite just 
the higher 119det . It was seen, as intuitively expected• that coupling 
between highe~ modes (more stee~ ray path~) is greater than that between 
lower modes . For example a coupler made by the glue method of Sec~ion 
3. 1. which had a coupling efficiency of 14% with gero angle of launch 
8t (a• defined in Fig. 31) had a coupling efficiency of 19% for 6° 
angle of launch• and 40% for 12° angle of launch . This mode depend• 
ency of the coupling is discussed further in Section 5. 
the coupler itself is temporarily mounted on a pe~spex 1lab (see 
Fi g. 30) fol" meaaurement putposea. The ref. index of perspex (n•l . 492) 
i1 considerably let$ than that of the fibre1, so that ao light is loat 
where the fibres touch the slab . The light power is measured using a 
highly eenaitive power meter and detector (Coherent Radiation Type, 
with large photodiode detector of ar@a "'" §cm2)¥ 
Al outlined in f:action 1, two important parameters of the optical 
fib~e coupler, a~e its inse~tion loes and coupling efficiency. Firstly 
we dbcuu the inaertion loH of the directional coupler . 
Although ttrictly speaking not the insertion loss of the device 
it1elf, the everall loss may d!!:pend on the sy•tem iuto which the device 
it inte"Jrted1 since joints muat be made between the coupler and the 
19. 
tran1mi1sion fibres. However joints between similar fibres have been 
made with insertion losses as low as 0.25 dB (14) and we may therefore 
assume that similar losses can be expected when jointing fibres to 
coupling devices . 
An attempt to measure the device in•ertion loss of the two• 
fibre directional coupler was made using the apparatus described in 
Section 4.2. The ineertion 1011 was e1timated by comparing the 
combined power from the two output port• of a test coupler with the 
output power from a single fibre of a similar length to the coupling 
device, the launching arrangements being the same for each case. 
In each test the combined power frQm the two output ports of the 
20. 
devices was about 300~W (!10%)• and the output power for a similar 
length 1ingle fibre was also 300/"'W• Non-consistent launching conditions 
and end preparations (all made by the "score and bend" proceedure) 
prevented more definite result• being quoted here . In all cases the 
light power out of the decoupled port (see Figs , 3 and 6) was 
immeasurably small (i.e. less than o. l }"W) . From this we conclude 
that the intrinsic loss of the coupler is very low, providing the 
fibre loss over a few cm is small. It was not thus possible to 
accurately determine the device insertion loss with the simple equip-
ment available. However the loss could be estimated to be less than 
o.SdB. 
The coupling efficiency of each test coupler was measured using 
the apparatus described in Section 4.2. The coupling efficiency is 
defined as (see eqn. 3)1• 
c 
p 
:II 
-p ,.., 
where p • power transferred to unilluminated fibre 
P," • power into illuminated fibre 
Here we assume that power launched into the unilluminated fibre 
is equal to the summed output power of the two output ports (i.e. that 
the device loss is negligable). The coupling efficiency can then be 
found simply by launching light power down one fibre of the coupler and 
measuring the output power at the two output ports. 
J-
I 
The r~aults found in this way are shown in Table 4 for the 
directional couplers made by the "glue method" described in Section 3.1, 
and in Table 5 for those made by the "nylon tube tnethod". The column 
in each table headed "Theoretical fibre separation" is included in 
order to make a comparison between the theoretical predictions and 
the coupling results obtained. Th flgures shown under this heading 
are computed with the aid of Figs. 11 andl3. The case for perfect 
launching conditions (intensity distribution as defined by eqn. 1) is 
assumed. It can be seen that the theoretical fibre separation (that 
separation which• a4cording to theory. would give the coupling length 
and efficiency measured) fits quite well that measured using Figs. 22 
and 23 (i.e . o. S,µ m for the glue coupler; < 0. 2/"'m for the nylon tube 
coupler) . The variation, from coupler to coupler, in this apparent 
fibre eeparation can be attributed simply to the difficulty in 
reproducability of the manufacturing processes as they stand . This 
ia diecu11ed in Section s. 
A graph representing some of the results shown in Table 4 is 
lotted in Fig. 32. Thie curve confirms the general trend predicted 
by the theory . The coupling efficiency rises as the coupling length 
ia increaaed in a similar way to that predicted by the theory as shown 
in Fig. 13 (perfe~t launch case). 
Table 4 show• that there is apparently little difference in the 
fibre aeparation obtained by the different. amounts of twist applied 
to the fibre• in the glue method (see Section 3. 1). If any, the slight 
twiet approach 1ee1n1 to produce the smaller fibre separation. 
An attempt was made to determine the coupling efficiency of the 
nylon tube deviee1 as a function of tbe refractive index of the surround 
by int roducing liquids ef vario~s index into the tube . The liquid• 
were iusewted inte the region between the fibres by use of simple 
capillary aetioa but due to apparent bloekage• in this region. perhaps 
dQe te a tmall •ection where the nylon softened too mue.h and filled 
th~ voids between tbe fibrea 1 the 14quide penetrated only a small 
fraction of the coupling length. Because of thi• it was impossible to 
verify in detail th~ theoretical predietions for the effect of index 
differenee 4 on coupling effieieney. Nevertheless the correct trends 
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were seen• i.e. the smaller the .a1 introduced the greater t he increase 
in coupling af ficieney1 Even ove~ the short length involved (around 
lcm) the introduction of a liquid to give il "' 0. 004, for example• 
caused an increase in coupling efficiency from 2.23% to 22,7% 
4.4. The Star Coupler 
The c?oupling results obtained for the il1U111ination of the centre 
fibre of a at41." coupler made by the method described in Section 3,2 
are shown iu Table 6. The measurements taken were on the same 1ample 
as that photographed in Fig•~ 26•29, with a coupling length of 3CJ!l. 
As in Table• 4 and 5 a theoretical fibre separation, which would 
give the quoted result~, is sbown. In this case, this figure is only 
an approximation since it neglects the power transferred to the fibre 
in 4uestiott by any fibre o~her than the illuminated one~ and assumes 
that the full illuminatien power travels back down t he centre fibre 
te the source (i,e, effective coupling length is not 3 but 6cm) . 
The apparent 1eparation between the centre fibre and t he others shows 
le11 variation than one would imagine from Fig . 29• which suggest 
that ene of the gap• could be as m~ch ae 2;1o" m• This is due to t ha 
feet that Fig. 29 ahowe the croae-section of the coupler at a particular 
point, and it is likely that the cross-section will not be identical to 
thie at other points along the coupling length, This can be seen by 
close 4omparisolt of Figs. 26, 27 and 28., 
Again the theoretical predictions have been confirmed, if not 
quantitively, at least qual itatively. 
The results obtained when the coupler is illuminated by 
other than the centre fibre are shown in Table 7. As wou:d be 
expected, a wider variation in coupling efficiences, and a lower 
overall coupled power, is seen. 
The insertion loss of the star coupler is an important factor 
which, owing to lack of time, has not b~en measured here. It is 
e~peete.d to be higher t han that for the directional coupler s ince 
there are more terminals involved and since the addition of an external 
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component, namely the mirroT, would introduce additional loss. The 
latter could be minimized by evaporating a metal or dielectric film 
''nto the end of the finished coupler, 
In order to obtain a figure for the insertion loss of the atar 
couplet", two fundamental measurements wculd have to be made . 
a) Mea•urement of the signal light power entering 
the device 
b) Measurement of the power leaving the device 
by the output ports, 
The fir•t of these was performed in the laboratory in order to calculate 
the coupling efficiencies already quoted. The tneth<>d was simply to 
remove the end-face mirror (see Fig. 21) and measure the light output 
from the 7•f ibre array, the input light being launched down one of 
t he fibres , (The reflectivity of the fibre-air interface must be taken 
into aceount) It i• assumed that the fibre-loss over the length of 
the coupler is negligable (i,e, light in • light out), 
With reference to the second meaeurement, the light leaving the 
device by the •ix unilluminated fibres was easily measured. The moat 
difficult measurement involved is that of the amount of light power 
returning back down the illuminated fibre after reflection from the 
end-face mitTor , A possible way of performing this measurement would 
involve a "beam splitter" placed between the light source and the f ibt'e 
to be illuminated• at illustrated in Fig •. 33. The beat11 splitter would 
1i111pl1 involve a partially reflectin~ mirror placed at 45° to the light 
eouree as thowa. Time di d not permit this experiment to be carried out 
with 1ufficient accuracy to be able to quote a figure for the insertion 
lots of t he 1tar coupler. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
We have suggested the use of unclad optical fibres in the nianu• 
facture of t\.~ , ty9es of optical coupler• the two-£ ibre directional 
coupler and the 1even-fibre star coupler for use in optical dat buses. 
The t heoretical predictions suggested that very useful coupling 
results wquld be obtained using tlle principle of coupling between close 
parallel unelad optical f i bres , The laboratory measure~e~t• of 
Seetion 4 have eon.firmed theae predictiona 9 and therefore it is 
suggested that there is a future for this type of coupler. 
An area no~ covered by the scope of this report is tha.t &f the 
insettion of a device u1ing unclad fibres into a system using clad 
fibre•. It is suggeated that this would be possible, and low losses 
could be achieved, The lowest possible loss~s weuld be achieved when 
inserting the devices into a system of step•index multimode fibre8 
with the core index identical to the index of the unclad f ibres. 
lt is suggested that the "nylon tube" manuf aeturing pt'ocess 
de11cribed here for the dir etional coupler in Section 3.1. an.d for 
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the ttar ~oupler in Section 3,2. uses a principle which could be utilised 
in the industrial manufacture of the device• • The t wo main limitations 
of the. proce•s as it stands aret• 
a) laek of reproducability 
b) non•ideal material (i.e. the l'.ylon) 
u1tng t he ap-paretus described in Section 3.1 there is a lack of con• 
aisteney from one device to the next. The directional couplers have 
coupling efficiencies varying by a factor of six for the s:'"'ne coupling 
lel.lgth (•ee Table 5)• and not all the star couplers manufactured had 
the '(equbed hexagonal at'ra~. It h suggested that the tig·1tening up 
of the man~facturing proe$edure could Temove this p~oblems. Some areas 
where this is necessary are:•, 
i) The temperature of the beater and the time 
for which heat is applied• 
ii) The position of the tube and fibres in the 
heating coil (i.-e. should be perfectly central), 
iii) The weight a~tached to the tube (should be i dentical 
for each coupler)• 
iv) The length of tubing used, 
v) The length of the :ibres uaed, 
vi) The eud prepar~tion of the fibres used . 
lt is sug·geoted that the prineiple we used (shrinking down of 
tube around fibres) i1 a very useful one• but that a better material 
than nylon could probably be found .. The nylon tubing used was not 
optieally perfeet (some absorption), and its shrinking properties 
were not ideal (i . e . it tended to soften too much and in places fill 
the voids between the fibr~s) . 
Another matter arising from the report (Seetion 4. 2) is that 
the coupling is m de-dependent, i . e . t .hat higher modes couple more 
than low~r modes , This property is not particular to the coupling 
between unclad fibres, but is common to most other methods of coupling -
certainly those involving power transfer between parallel fibres . 
It is suggested that this mode-dependency is not a ·serious limitation 
of the devices . 
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6 . COI~CLUSIONS 
A theoretical treatment, using coupled mode theory. of the 
coupling between unclad optical fibres has been given which suggests 
the possibility of making successful devices using this principle. 
Measureme4ts in the laboratory have confirmed this. 
A coupling efficiency of 12% has been measu.red for a directional 
coupler of length 6cm (Tab~e 5)• using the nylon tube method of Section 
3.1. This coupling could be i ncreased further by the insertion of 
some index-matching medium into the region between the fibres . It is 
sugge1ted, for example, that further experimental work could produce 
a coupling of 25% in Scm; udng a fibre tepaxation of o. 2_,M m and ll 
(index difference between fibres and surrounding medium) of 0.1 1 as 
predieted b'y thtory (Fig. 12). This is not be,yond the reach of simple 
experimental technique. 
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An o-qerall coupled power of 13% has been measured for a star 
coupler (Table 6) of coupling length 3cm. Again it is suggested that 
this fi.gut'e could be improved as for the case of the directional coupler. 
The insertion loss of the directional eoupler was fbund to be very 
low (lesa than o.SdB). It is suggested that the insertion loss of the 
et:ar coupleit is alao low. 
A method of manufacture of a directional coupler and a seven• 
fib~e atar coupler hat been suggested here• namely the sh~inking of 
a tube aro~ad the fibtes over the desired coupling length. The material 
used (nylon) is not recommended for a p~actical device owing to its 
poor optical qualities, but if a better material were found the method 
described i1 expected to produce a success:ul device. 
It is auggeated that it would be profitable t .o carry out further 
work to perfect the manufaeturing metnod for the couplers and to 
obtain even more conclusive r~sults, since the principle of coupling 
between unclad fibrei clearly has important appli cations in the f ield 
of optical 00up lerih 
I 
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APPENDIX A - COSTING OF THE PROJECT 
The cost incurred on th·f.i1 project wa very small. It could be 
estim•ted as follow1:• 
Nylon · ·rubing 
Heater Wire 
Glue 
Fibt>e& 
- 10p. 
• lOp .. 
.. 20p. 
.. 50p 
Thh underlines the fact that were these couplers to go into 
rToduetion in industry. their cos t would be very low. 
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